
                 Minutes from 10/4/14 MEG Chapter Board meeting 
 

The second meeting of the current Board of the MEG Chapter of the Verger’s Guild began with prayer. 
The meeting was called to order, those present included: Lorie Tola, Phillip Knight, Chuck Dale, Mary 
Beth Westmoreland, and Karl Sachsenmaier.  Ruth Anne Tatum was a late arrival, having stopped to 
help deliver triplets by the side of GA 400. 

1. The minutes from the previous meeting were read, regaling us with tales of victory and 
reminding the group of our shortcomings. 

2. Our fearless leader, Lorie Tola, pressed on with a report of the Chair.  Critical elements included: 
a. Our Winter General Meeting is now set for 2/5/15 in Columbus, Ga. 
b. Our recent efforts to assist the “Hearts to Serve” conference were noted. Further details 

and photos will appear in the next “RUBRICS. 
c. Our suggestion for Ruth Anne Tatum was to continue, and perhaps codify, methods to 

integrate the youth of the Diocese into the Verger ministry. 
d. Karl Sachsenmaier suggested that David Neville select a project that will further his 

passion and vision for the Chapter.  This is intended to allow him to be fully up to speed 
upon his assumption of the Chair in two years. 

e. Lorie and Chuck Dale will meet with Bp Whitmore Monday 10/8/14, to set an agenda for 
the Winter Meeting, and discuss the Bps letter to the Rectors accompanying the 
Customaries. Some discussion (without bloodshed!) ensued about the Bps letter.  
Eventual accord was reached- we should send the letter from Bp Whitmore to Parish 
Rectors advising the benefits of a Verger’s Ministry. Karl S. advised asking the Bp. If he 
wants us to draft the letter. Additionally, we all need to encourage Vergers from our 
own Parishes to join the chapter and attend meetings. Middle ground achieved, we 
move forward. 

3. Karl Sachsenmaier reported that the Chapter has a current balance of $ 1,736.10, with 32 dues 
paying members. Scott Smith, Chair of the National Guild is our latest dues paying member, and 
we greatly appreciate the example set by his leadership. Channeling Annual Parish Meetings 
everywhere, Karl put forth Bruce Thomas’ name to take lead on upcoming Customary 
distribution and responses from the Rectors.  Bruce, not being present, could scarcely object. 

4. Lorie Tola read a report from Paul Davidson, Training officer: 
a. Continuing education- How do we communicate among ourselves concerning Liturgical 

issues and questions? 
b. Should we survey Vergers?  What is your role, and why is your ministry important to 

your Parish? 
c. How do we ascertain Clergy’s needs from the Vergers in their Parishes? 

5. A brief, concise report from Communications Director Dale brought the Board up to speed on 
our web site(not as grim as earlier feared) and other points: 

a. 3 RUBRICS published to date(4 as of Sunday) 
b. The mailing list for RUBRICS has improved a great deal, but will always need updating. 
c. Currently, we have 256 people, 47% of whom open the RUBRICS on average 
d. In a clear power grab, Mr. Dale suggests that he alone is fit to maintain the mailing list, 

and requested the address-“Most Exalted Keeper of the List”.  Other Board members 
agreed, and immediately began seeking territory of their own.  This weary scribe fears 



an ever escalating “List Race”, with attendant cries of dangerous ‘list gaps”, and an ever 
more powerful “List Industrial Complex”… 

6. Mary Beth Westmoreland has been working on necessary changes to our Chapter By-Laws. 
These suggestions were discussed, and most agreed to in principal.  Mary Beth will re-edit, and 
distribute these changes electronically.  We should have a final edition ready for a general 
membership vote at the Winter Meeting. 

7. Both Karl and Lorie need a few more volunteers at the Annual diocesan Council.  Appeals will go 
out in Sunday’s RUBRICS.  We are confident of our member’s desire to serve, but should they 
need some encouragement, well, we are issued Verges! 

8. The Board reviewed 3 versions of the Mission Statement, and a similar statement describing the 
VGEC’s purpose.  The National statement prominently listed 5 key points; we decided to try to 
echo this.  Mary Beth to edit and redistribute for further soul searching. Do we have an 
Existential crisis ,or an Editing one? 

9. Discussed the MEG display at the upcoming Diocesan Council: 
a. Copies of RUBRICS at delegates ‘tables 
b. Signup sheet for mailing list 
c. Freebies? 
d. Books from Bookstore 
e. Membership certificate 

10. Winter Meeting Program: 
a. Lorie to invite two Deacons to speak of their experiences as Vergers. 
b. What does a Bus cost to Columbus? Offers of bus rides and carpooling opportunities to 

be included in RUBRICS. 
c. Board members are to think up a clever, inexpensive give away item for distribution at 

the Winter Meeting. 
11. Ruth Anne Tatum described her recent adventures at the National convention in Burlington, 

Ontario.  …So, a R.C.Mounted Policeman walks into a bar….(such ribald tales have no place in a 
proper set of MEG Chapter meeting minutes) 

12. Looking ahead: 
a. Lorie needs agenda for Columbus.  Chuck to send her a copy of the Athens agenda. 
b. We need another meeting prior to Diocesan Council 
c. We need to gather in January, 2015 to finalize plans for the Winter Meeting of the MEG 

Chapter. 
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